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ABSTRACT

Hillards was a retail supermarket firm based in Yorkshire in the North of England between 1885 and 1987, when it was subject to a hostile takeover from Tesco. Using archival and interview data this article explores how Hillards pursued a sensemaking process to engage in a strategy of counter-hostility to the takeover attempt. Ultimately the firm was acquired by Tesco. By examining Hillards' defence strategy, this paper contributes to the understanding of the nature of strategy-making within a takeover. The article shows how in defeat Hillards was able to secure a partial victory in the form of a substantially increased cost of acquisition, so maximising shareholder value. This contributes to the history of the supermarket sector, and the history of family firms in the UK.

Introduction

Hillards was a retail supermarket firm based in Yorkshire in the North of England between 1885 and 1987. The company was founded by John Wesley Hillard who passed it on to his son-in-law, Percy Hartley, in 1935. Percy Hartley ran the business until 1951 when he passed control onto his son David Hartley who was then joined by Percy’s other son Peter Hartley in 1955. David Hartley retired from the company on health grounds in 1977, leaving Peter as the only member of the family in a senior management role. Peter Hartley remained as managing director until 1983 when he took up the role of executive Chairman, a position he held until the takeover of the company by Tesco in 1987. The business was predominantly owned by family members as a private firm until 1972, when a public offering was made. The firm expanded through the 1960s and 1970s becoming an established regional chain. Hillards mainly operated in the North of England, predominately in Yorkshire. In its own terms, Hillards was a reasonably successful regional firm. In 1986 the firm reported a turnover of £281 m, a rise of approximately £25 m from the previous year, and roughly double its 1980
turnover. Group profits before taxation were £8.5 m.\(^2\) The firm was also expanding its number of stores and store size at this time.\(^3\) However, the view of the Financial Times was that though ‘[i]n many ways Hillards is doing the right things ... [the] problem is that they are doing them three years too late.’\(^4\) Hillards had thus been considered as a potential takeover target for some time, as was widely reported in the financial press.\(^5\)

The 1980s were a period of consolidation in the UK supermarket retail sector, the end result of which was a largely oligopolistic structure with a few large nationally well-known chains (Ford, 2018). One of those chains was Tesco, whose expansive strategy in the 1980s, alongside internal growth, was to acquire regional supermarket chains to develop a national presence (Clark & Chan, 2014). The then Chairman of Tesco, Sir Ian MacLaurin (later Baron MacLaurin), observed that Tesco had concentrated its operations in the South and Midlands of England, and in Wales, and ‘had found it exceptionally difficult to obtain planning consents in Yorkshire and the North East’\(^6\) and that ‘[i]n location terms, Hillards was ideally positioned to extend Tesco’s trading area into Yorkshire and the East Midlands.’\(^7\) Consequently, in the summer of 1987 Hillards became a target for, and was eventually acquired by, Tesco after a hostile takeover battle. This was the first hostile takeover in the UK supermarket retail sector.\(^8\) Within months of being acquired the Hillards brand had disappeared, and all of the senior management of the firm had been released. The comparative geographical location of Tesco vs Hillards stores can be seen in Figure 1.

In this article we use this episode to explore how an acquisition target firm—Hillards—reacted to a sudden and unforeseen external existential threat of being the subject of a hostile takeover by a large organisation such as Tesco which had a plausible chance of success. This allows us to explore how the firm formulated its strategy while under considerable pressure. We examine how that strategy was made and implemented, and why, ultimately, it failed to prevent the takeover, but succeeded in maximising shareholder value. We argue that this strategy was one of counter-hostility, shaped around various attempts at resisting the takeover. It was necessarily reactionary, a forced response to a conflict that the firm had neither sought nor anticipated. The ‘hostility’ in a takeover comes from the strategic choices of both buyer and target firms as they seek to maximise their respective gains within the process (Schwert, 2000). Hillards demonstrated strategic counter-hostility through shareholder, media and regulatory campaigns that were designed to establish the plausibility of Hillards remaining an independent operation. We argue increased the cost of acquisition and ultimately shareholder value.

This article is structured as follows. Following a review of the relevant literature and discussion of methods, we first of all examine the strategy-making process during the takeover as a form of organisational sensemaking. The following sections then look at the different campaigns mounted by Hillards as part of their defensive strategy, focusing respectively on the media, regulatory authority, and the shareholders. We then conclude by exploring the three main areas of contribution. First, we argue that Hillards’ strategy of counter-hostility secured increased value for Hillards’ shareholders. Second, that Hillards developed their strategy in the takeover by engaging in a process of strategic and organisational sensemaking. And third, we comment on the nature of economic power held by the larger supermarket retailers that was emergent and this time, contrasting regional and national, as well as family run and monopolistic ambitions within the sector. A timeline of key events is presented in diagram form in Figure 2.
The historiographical context for this article is the history of UK supermarket retail in the mid to late twentieth century. This period—circa 1976–1994—was known as the ‘golden age’ of supermarket retailing (Morelli, 2007), so called because of the ‘extraordinary rise and transformation of corporate power’ that resulted in the creation of a small number of very large supermarket retailers (Wrigley, 1991, p. 1537). UK grocery retail had been transformed in the post-war period by the advent of self-service and economies of scale achieved by increasing number of retail outlets. There was a shift in organisational form from traditional grocery shops to large-scale self-service stores underpinned by increasingly sophisticated techno-managerial systems (Alexander et al., 2005; Shaw et al., 2004). This enabled supermarket chains to exhibit substantial oligopsonistic buyer-power from the 1970s onwards.

**Figure 1.** Map showing the distribution of Hillards and Tesco stores in 1986. Produced by Tesco in Tesco Company Review page 5, 1986 (the colour of the dots representing Hillards stores was changed from light grey to purple for visual clarity).
Figure 2. Timeline of key events. Focusing on the period of the takeover (with some additional events at the start) this figure shows the timing of key events during the defence. Including the publication of defence documents and important milestones in Tesco's acquisition of shares.
Consequently, by the 1980s there was increasing centralised managerial control of supermarket chains, so increasing the importance of strategic decision-making in the sector (Alexander, 2015). This transformation was accompanied by a dramatic increase in economic power among large retailers who were increasingly able to sculpt the industry-sector to their own interests, in so doing overcoming concerns in relation to competition and regulation (Morelli, 2004, 2007).

This move to scale was part of a process that transformed regional family-run retailers such as Tesco and Sainsbury’s into national corporate behemoths at the expense of other family-run firms such as Hillards, many of which were acquired. The literature highlights a tension between the national-level brand development, marketing strategies, distribution and retailing on the one hand, and local or regional knowledge of customers and suppliers on the other (Alexander, 2015). In the case of Tesco’s acquisition of Hillards this is germane both to the strategic logic of the acquisition for Tesco (to increase the scale and scope of their network of stores), and the strategic logic and defensive narrative of Hillards on the other (that local knowledge and a ‘Yorkshire’ business culture were essential to the success of the company). The experience of Hillards will allow us to explore the creation of these oligopolistic structures from a different perspective (that of a target firm), and to contribute to the wider debate about the role of shareholder value maximisation and its relationship to different visions of who should control a corporation and for what purpose (Krippner, 2005; Lapavitsas, 2011; Lazonick & O’Sullivan, 2000; Williams, 2000). Specifically, the article contributes to the debate about whether unsuccessful defences help maximise shareholder value (Clarke & Brennan, 1990).

The second frame for this article is the nature of corporate takeovers and how they should be problematised, interpreted and narrated. There is an emerging literature on cases of organisational demise that examine the experiences of organisations and actors that in simple narrative terms are not ‘successful’ because they ceased as independent entities, but nevertheless were viable businesses (see for example Tennent & Mollan, 2020). This study contributes to this perspective by moving away from deterministic accounts of organisational success by dominant firms to one where the position, role and narrative of a firm on the brink of its own end is considered. Hillards was targeted for takeover not because it was in of itself failing as a business, but rather that it offered a good opportunity for expansion by another firm, which is consistent with one of the main drivers of merger and acquisition activity (Kolev et al., 2012). Though the defence of the firm was in this case ultimately unsuccessful, the process of formulating and implementing the defensive strategy is an interesting and rare example that enables reflection from the perspective of the ‘losers’ in the process, which is otherwise dominated by literature which reflects on the relative desirability and/or practicalities of undertaking M&A activity from the perspective of the acquiring firm (Cartwright & Cooper, 2012; Kolev et al., 2012). The literature of the role of the CEO in a hostile takeover suggests that they play pivotal role, but that this role can be conflicted by having to mediate between their own interests as CEO and those of the shareholders (Angwin et al., 2004). This is further complicated by the ‘family’ narrative of the firm in question in this study, and the CEO’s role as a custodian of the family heritage of the firm. The history of family firms is an important subfield within the field of business history to which this project will also contribute (Colli et al., 2013; Colli & Larsson, 2014; Holt & Popp, 2013). One novelty of the research here is that unlike the bulk of the historical research into family firms it covers a comparatively recent period, and can be used to challenge more deterministic accounts of
the durability of family structures in ensuring long-run success for family businesses (Jones et al., 2013) by pointing to their vulnerability to takeover when ownership has become diffuse and is publicly traded. Following this, the article will also contribute to the literature on the corporate governance of family business (Pindado & Requejo, 2014) and issues related to agency and stewardship (Dodd & Dyck, 2015; Siebels et al., 2012).

**Methods and sources**

This article is a case-study of one firm (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Yin, 1994), and is informed by temporal approaches to researching change in business organisations (Bucheli & Daniel Wadhwani, 2013; Maclean et al., 2016; Rowlinson et al., 2014). Most of the data for this study was generated using archival sources according to the conventions of document-analysis and historical research (Bowen, 2009; Lee, 2012; Marwick, 1970). Such corporate records are a means of accessing data about the past and allow events to be traced over time (Decker, 2013).

Corporate archives are usually maintained only by large survivor firms, or are retained in public archives as a consequence of the perceived importance of the firm in question (Turton, 2017). Tesco’s corporate archive claim they have no records relating to Hillards at all. More surprisingly, perhaps, they also state they have no record that Hillards was ever acquired by Tesco. There are no records of Hillards in any public archive, although there is material published on the takeover in the *Financial Times* as well as a popular nostalgic memory of Hillards in the public imagination, as seen in the Hillards Appreciation Society Facebook group. However, the personal papers of Peter Hartley in relation to aspects of his role in Hillards have survived, and have been partly digitised as part of a heritage preservation project. Hartley had been managing director of Hillards from 1970. In 1983 he took up the role of executive Chairman, a position he held until the takeover of the company by Tesco in 1987. These documents were used as the primary data for this research. The bulk of the archival materials that were digitised cover the final years of the firm, largely generated by the (unsuccessful) defence that the firm made to the hostile takeover by Tesco. Similar use of defence documents has been previously undertaken in studies of takeovers (Brennan et al., 2010).

This has been supplemented by qualitative interviews with two key protagonists, specifically Peter Hartley, and Ian MacLaurin, Baron MacLaurin of Knebworth, who was Chief Executive of Tesco at the time of the takeover. These interviews were carried out in accordance with the ethical standards and practice norms of the Oral History Society (Oral History Society, 2015) and use of memory studies in management research (Decker et al., 2020).

The events narrated in this article took place over 35 years ago. Consequently, there is a natural limit on the number of interviewees that were available for this research. One interview was conducted with Ian MacLaurin, which lasted approximately 45mins. In total eight interviews were conducted with Peter Hartley, two of which were focused on the takeover of Hillards by Tesco and were 1 hour in length each. No other members of the board of Hillards were available for interview. One surviving previous member was contacted but not interested in participating in the research, all others are either no longer alive or unavailable for other reasons. One other general manager of Hillards was interviewed as part of the larger project but was not employed by Hillards at the time of the takeover.
Strategy sensemaking and formulating a defence

In this section we explore the formulation of Hillards’ defence strategy, drawing on organisational sensemaking. Weick (1995) identifies seven properties of sensemaking, of which three are particularly relevant to interpreting Hillards’ sensemaking activities. First, Hillards were attempting to retrospectively understand the competitive position and strategy of their own firm. Second, the sensemaking was driven by a desire to establish a plausible account of the firm that would support their claims to remain independent. And third, their sensemaking was grounded in identity construction, in particular drawing on the themes of regionality and uniqueness in being from, and reflecting the culture and society of, Yorkshire. Their ‘Yorkshire’ identity became focal point in the media campaign carried out by Hillards as part of their defence.

In addition, Weick (1995) notes that sensemaking tends to be swift, and that researchers do not often see the process of sensemaking itself. In this case, however, this process can be seen unfolding in the development of the defence documents by the senior management of Hillards in collaboration with Rothschilds, as they worked from the initial drafts to the final published version.

The events that led to the attempted takeover of Hillards began by six months of secret preparation by Tesco, examining all aspects of the firm and its performance. But from the perspective of Hillards, the events of the takeover began when Ian MacLaurin telephoned Peter Hartley on 9 March 1987 to inform him that Tesco were going to make an offer for Hillards the following day. In an interview conducted as part of this project, Hartley reported his immediate response to MacLaurin as follows:

So, I said ‘well its very kind of you Ian to give me so such much notice, but if you do make a bid you’ll get a bloody nose, goodbye’.

Ian MacLaurin acknowledged in his memoir that no prior warning had been given to Hillards. Peter Hartley reflected during the interviews carried out for this article that he had hoped they would ‘get a few more years’ running Hillards, re-enforcing that he was not expecting a bid at that time, but also suggesting that he was aware that they were a potential target for a takeover at some point. The financial press at the time shared this view, with the Financial Times observing in July 1986 that ‘Hillards has been bandied about as a bid target for so long that even the most active of bid mongers have grown bored.’ Peter Hartley’s response can therefore be understood as the initial stage of a sensemaking process framed in counter-hostility; to begin to comprehend an uncertain situation after an ‘interruptive’ shock (Weick, 1995). In this case the interruption was both the unexpected phone call from Ian MacLaurin and the situation Hillards now found itself in. Though a takeover was a possible future for the firm, the immediate threat of a credible hostile takeover by a larger organisation was unexpected, unwelcome, and did not align with the future that the management intended for Hillards at that time.

At this point Hillards’ strategic options were limited. The family no-longer owned or controlled a majority of shares, and had insufficient funds available for reacquisition. Poison pill defences were (and remain at the time of writing) prohibited by the City Code on Takeovers that had been introduced in 1968 and governed the rules under which takeovers were conducted (Johnston, 2007). Therefore, once the intention to acquire has been made by Tesco, to resist the takeover the Hillards’ management needed to persuade the shareholders
to vote against the acquisition. Such bid defences are recognised as being of importance to the formulation of strategy in takeovers (Schoenberg & Thornton, 2006). To do this, Hillards planned to issue shareholders with defence documents, making the case for rejection of the Tesco bid. In merger and acquisition processes this is usually undertaken in combination with the firm’s investment/merchant banker. But for Hillards this posed an immediate problem, because they were informed that their regular merchant bank–Kleinwort Benson–had undertaken work for Tesco in the previous three months. This would be a direct conflict of interest because Kleinwort Benson had been given access to confidential information by Tesco. This forced Hillards to commission Rothschilds—who had not previously worked with Hillards—to undertake this work.\textsuperscript{17} Having no prior knowledge of Hillards, Rothschilds had to develop an understanding of the company in the process of drawing up the defence documents. As such, then, the defence documents were an iterative learning process for both Hillards and Rothschilds, and as such embedded sensemaking into the defence from the outset.

The defence documents produced were, in effect, direct and targeted marketing to the shareholders to reject the Tesco offer. The different iterations of the defence documents represent a textual record of the firm’s sensemaking of their position and, indeed, their strategy. What emerged from the language of this sensemaking process was the need for Hillards to understand its identity, strategic position, and possible actions in response to the ‘interruption’ of an unexpected bid. Hillards found itself asking what it was going to do next both in terms of an emergent defence and as an explicit long-term business strategy. In what follows, we analyse the defence documents as texts: what they say about the firm, and what they say about the internal discourse and dialogues within the firm at this time. The draft defence documents are interesting for what they say and don’t say, what the editorial marginalia reveal, and how the Hillards strategy was ‘talked into existence’ through the communication of the defence documents with the shareholders (Weick et al., 2005).

Initially, the firm seemed uncertain of their strategic strengths. The first draft defence document (13 March 1987) begins by highlighting the five year record of the firm in terms of sales, profits, margins, dividends, store openings, physical expansion, adoption of information systems, and so on, but without detail or evidence. In the margin, an unknown author writes ‘What have we done to improve the business?’ This is part declamation and part exhortation. This is then followed by an articulation of the perceived strategy of the firm, as follows:

1. ‘Improvement of merchandise mix and product innovation (health foods, bakery)’
2. ‘Survey of consumer price competitiveness in region especially versus T[esco]’
3. ‘Current expansion plans; 3 new stores plus any other sites owned/identified’
4. ‘Reasons for H[illards] success in site identification versus problems experienced by T[esco]’
5. ‘Central distribution; physical and cost efficiency on the H[illards] programme’\textsuperscript{18}

Of these, (2), (4) and (5) are arguably not strategies at all, though they might be sources of competitive advantage for the firm as they are concerned with areas Hillards believed were organisational strengths. The other points – (1) and (3) - to a greater extent communicate a strategy for the firm (to innovate and to expand respectively). However, taken as a whole this document reveals that going into the takeover episode the firm had only a limited
documented understanding of its own strategy. If anything, the understanding of Hillards’ strategy by managers was largely tacit and/or emergent (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). This is highlighted by the reaction by Peter Hartley to the accusation by Rothschild that no corporate strategy existed.

The snag was of course Rothschild didn’t know anything about Hillards so they sent somebody up to get some details and it was one evening a few days later and it was probably half past ten or eleven at night… and there were a lot of us working in the office plus this young chap from Rothschilds and… we were having a tea break I think … and he was in the old boardroom and I happened to walk in, look at what he’d written and one of the things he’d written was Hillards had no strategy, which rather both amused me and incensed me. So, anyway I put this to him he got very upset said he should not be reading his private notes…I spoke to Rothschilds the following day and we never saw him again. And had he actually even bothered to look at our recent reports and accounts he would have seen there what our strategy was, anyway.19

An early second draft defence document (based on the original draft but with significant changes and additions) described the ‘long-term’ strategy of Hillards as being ‘how a regional operator can prosper’, ‘site availability, purchasing power, distinctive marketing formats’, ‘scope for expansion of national market share versus T[esco]’s mature market position’, ‘scope for improvement in margins and volume via expansion of own label; distribution economies’, and ‘means of financing expansion’. The same document also noted (under a heading of ‘Value’) that ‘whatever absolute p/e, significant benefit to T[esco] and T[esco] shareholders, T[esco] is getting too good a deal’. Under the heading ‘Cost to T[esco]’, the document notes that ‘significant benefit to T[esco] in terms of acquiring regional interest with no time lag’, concluding that the ‘effect is that T[esco] must offer significant increased terms to reflect premium for control’.20 Though the document also asserted that there was a ‘strong recommendation’ to reject the offer, the tonality of the document is one whereby Hillards were struggling to articulate their own strategy but could easily see the benefit for Tesco. An undated handwritten note offered a more advanced version of the justifications for the defence. It was framed in terms of the future and the past, and opened with two pointed questions: ‘where is future growth coming from?’ and ‘what is the commercial strategy?’ The note identified the opening of new stores, central distribution, the development of own label products, and the introduction of new products as a source of future growth. In terms of ‘the past’, it questions ‘A Tesco charge: they will run Hillards more profitably’ is answered with uncertainty—‘suggest ways of answering this’— and ‘can we tackle the Tesco record in Yorkshire?’21 Although the precise timings of the undated note, with respect to the development and timing of the first draft and second drafts of the defence document, is not known. It is clear from the existence of all these documents that the formulation of the defence was part of a real-time sensemaking process.

By 25 March Rothschilds were beginning to distil a clearer sense of Hillards’ strategic position, with a second defence document draft that better identified Hillards strategic capabilities. One revealing passage stated that ‘it is not our philosophy that market share needs to be pursued at the expense of profits and we have placed most emphasis in recent years on improving margins’.22 In this sense, then, Hillards were positioning themselves as a regional firm, with little ambition to become a bigger national player. This was counter to the oligopolistic strategies of the big national firms exploiting economies of scale and scope.

Rothschilds sought to frame a narrative for Hillards’ defence, that would ‘emphasise the historical achievements of Hillards’ management and set these out in the context of the
cycle of food retailing [in order to] emphasise the need to look at the ten year picture to see how the investment/planning pays off in the future. This would ‘stress that the benefits should go to the Hillards’ shareholder not Tesco’. They also suggested by the time of the second defence document (to be sent on 1 May 1987) that ‘by this stage the argument is likely to turn on the long-term value of the Hillards’ business’. Rothschilds thought that Hillards’ regionality and its mid-sized stores were a potential strength, ‘perhaps especially with regard to Yorkshire–any characteristics of this market which make the Hillards’ “approach’ more suitable than the Tesco one’. These factors will build up a picture of a business with a profitable long-term future as a distinct regional operation able to deploy the strategic strength of the majors but within its own niche market. The price for acquiring such a business will have to be substantial’, they concluded. On 27 March 1987 Hillards wrote to its shareholders, making the case to reject the Tesco bid:

Hillards has been a successful, independent regional retailer for one hundred and one years. We have the strategy, we have the management team and we have made the investments to continue this success. An independent Hillards would, we believe, be in the interests of our shareholders, our employees and our customers.

They went further to state that ‘we do not believe that there is any evidence that Tesco could manage your business more profitably. Tesco is only interested in acquiring our larger regional market share. Tesco’s plans for the future of your company are vague and Tesco has given no assurances as to the implications of its offer for store closures and redundancies.’

The belief that the Yorkshire nature of Hillards was of essential value to the firm was at the core of the internal discourse relating to the independence of the firm, and targeted this specialism at institutional shareholders:

We regard it as a strength being a regional food retailer, particularly in an area which is economically and geographically very different from, say, SE England. Our regional emphasis enables us to make efficiencies in advertising and distribution and means of course that all management knows the market very well. … Yorkshire has limited need for new hypermarkets. Our key focus is on medium-sized-towns where competition will never be as severe as a conurbation. In these towns, we can advertise cheaply and develop our distinctive brand image.

This was then directly linked to the argument portrayed for the superiority of Hillards over Tesco:

What are the key points between Hillards and Tesco? We’re tightly focused geographically (and will get better). Shorter chains of command and less unnecessary complexity. High levels of management and staff motivation. We focus on food and a restricted range of non-food lines. … Tesco’s development targets for out of town stores are for much larger stores. We’ve made some mistakes in non-food and want to stick to the things that we manage best. Tesco new store shelf space mix wouldn’t really be appropriate for any of our stores. We’ve a wider range of food on sale in Yorkshire than Tesco. Our large stores are generally newer, particularly in Yorkshire. We have a higher proportion of in-store bakeries (44% vs 33%), delicatessens (97% vs 76%) and self service wines and spirits departments (95% vs 62%) than did Tesco at the end of the last financial year.

In response to a hypothetical question about Tesco’s distribution strategy and its impact on Hillards, the firm noted that they were increasing central distribution, but also noted that ‘we have been slower than Tesco, but we’re catching up fast.’ A memo sent to Peter Hartley on 7 April 1987 stated that ‘Tesco have a poor image in Yorkshire because of their failure of
mid-sixties/early seventies to compete with the regional operators such as Hillards, Morrisons and Jacksons (Grandways). They are remembered as an operator of down-market stores with high prices.\(^{33}\) This indicates why Tesco wanted Hillards—endogenous growth into Yorkshire had been difficult. Purchasing an existing chain of stores would provide the expansion and market access that had thus far been elusive.

13 April 1987 was the first acceptance date, with Tesco expected to announce the level of acceptance and extend the offer on 14 April.\(^{34}\) The result was that the initial offer was rejected by 97% of the Hillards’ shareholders other than the existing Tesco shareholding of Hillards’ shares.\(^{35}\) So at that stage, Hillards still stood a chance of remaining independent. As expected, Tesco extended its offer and issued a new document to shareholders. In response, Peter Hartley wrote to shareholders stating that the ‘Tesco case is based on unfounded innuendo regarding the long-term future of Hillards, which the Board continues to believe is very secure’ going on to urge shareholders to reject the second offer.\(^{36}\)

Hillards initially planned to release the second defence document on 1 May 1987, but it seems likely that it was actually sent on 23 April 1987.\(^{37}\) The final version of the second defence document was a much more advanced and robust defence of Hillards position:

Hillards strategy is designed to ensure continuing growth into the 1990s. Tesco has not questioned our strategy. In fact, it has endorsed it. The Tesco bid is no more than an opportunist attempt to buy, on the cheap, a significant sales presence in parts of the country where it has remained weak. And with little to contribute on strategy, Tesco is now trying to construct a case on the erroneous assumption that significant growth in food retailing is only achievable by large ‘national organizations’.\(^{38}\)

Indeed, the second defence document makes strong analytical and argumentative points relating to historic growth and likely future trends, good dividend forecasts, and the core advantages of the organisation in its localised retail strategy, the use of central distribution, cost-control, and management expertise. The problem was, however, that it was precisely Hillards’ successful position and its assets that made it such an attractive prospect for Tesco. In the second defence document, one page is devoted to ‘Tesco Needs Hillards’. There Hillards quote *The Times*, as follows: ‘It would take Tesco a great deal of time and expertise to build up such a share of an important regional market from its present Yorkshire base, which is half the size of Hillards. There is a hefty premium to be paid for these regional and strategic benefits’. Another clipping from the *Yorkshire Post* stated ‘It is understandable that Tesco should have made the move. Hillards is a juicy target. At a stroke, the London carpet-baggers would leap ahead in the Yorkshire retailing stakes’.\(^{39}\) The page concluded, ‘but do you need Tesco?’

Shareholder registers for this period indicate that the majority of shares were held by institutional investors.\(^{40}\) Yet the tonality of the defence documents suggests that their main audience were personal investors. In turn this influenced the campaign tactics that were used.

**The media campaign**

Hillards sought to mount a systematic campaign against Tesco in the press, and to a lesser extent the broadcast media. Gordon Young at Rothschilds wrote to Peter Hartley to say that he intended to talk to journalists at The Independent, Sunday Telegraph and Sunday Times and that Hartley might deal with the Northern Press, including the Yorkshire Post, Liverpool Daily Post, and the Manchester Evening News.\(^{41}\) The intention was to brief the press on
support from local MPs who had, in turn, lobbied Paul Channon the then Trade and Industry Secretary ‘to express their concern over the bid.’ Their main objection was connected to likely job losses.\textsuperscript{42}

The bid and subsequent campaign also invited a lot of media attention external to the strategy of Hillards. Channel 4 followed Hartley and associates around London, documenting parts of their campaign as well as coming up to Yorkshire to film in store and outside of a pithead in South Yorkshire, to demonstrate Hillards part within the mining community. Peter Hartley and the bid were also subject to a profile in the Observer. However, this media attention was not necessarily part of Hillards strategy but did play into its overall public coverage and ultimately media campaign. Hillards made their feelings about the bid publicly known, often citing controversy furthering to the strategy of counter-hostility, as Peter Hartley states:

> And the whole bid was very closely followed by the press because it was contested so strongly, there was a tremendous amount of publicity about it in the papers continually. I think I also got wrapped in the knuckles by saying something to…on the radio that I shouldn’t have said. And in a way one felt one was having sort of one’s hand sort of partially tied behind ones back by the by what one could and could not say. But those were the rules and regulations and I think probably we stuck to them…generally.\textsuperscript{43}

Hillards also attempted to influence the perception of Tesco’s own media campaign. This did not go very well. Around 10 April, Robert Dowds, the Managing Director of Hillards, complained about Tesco’s conduct to an organisation called Audits of Great Britain which provided corporate data, some of which had been used by Tesco in an article in the Independent newspaper, purportedly outside of the rules related to use of the data. ‘I would appreciate your confirming to me that you have taken this up with Tesco, as for our part we do feel we are at a disadvantage if we are abiding by the membership rules of AGB whereas this particular competitor is not,’ he wrote.\textsuperscript{44} Audits of Great Britain wrote back to explain that Hillards, rather than Tesco, had been mis-using statistics:

> I feel I ought to point out … that Hillards were the first to quote AGB statistics in this confrontation, albeit having first obtained AGB’s permission. The numbers quoted were not the most recent available. They were used in conjunction with other data without our knowledge or approval, and used in a way which, had we been consulted, would have given us cause to doubt the conclusion being drawn and consequent refusal of our permission for their use.\textsuperscript{45}

One reason why the media had limited impact was that it was reasonably heavily focused on the Yorkshire region, using both the stores and the regional press. However, only 35.8% of shareholders, who owned inly 22.5% of the shares, were based in Yorkshire.\textsuperscript{46} The majority of shareholders therefore may have had less exposure to the campaign, and perhaps less susceptibility to its ‘Yorkshire’ messaging. While the institutional investors that held significant shareholdings would have been exposed to the campaign in London, it is doubtful whether they would have been swayed on that basis. The campaign was reported in the financial press, notably in the \textit{Financial Times}, but was not substantively covered in other newspapers. The \textit{Financial Times} coverage presented a something of a David and Goliath narrative, of a stoic, gritty, Yorkshire firm versus a national giant.\textsuperscript{47} Colourful headlines reflected this, such as ‘Battle Facing Yorkshire Die-hards’ and ‘Yorkshire Stoicism Versus National Muscle’.\textsuperscript{48} However, the majority of the actual news reporting simply reported the slow increase in the Tesco shareholding with a slight air of inevitability. ‘Yorkshire is known for its grit. Even so,
Hillards will need a few surprises up its sleeve if it is to see off this particular approach, one article flatly noted.\(^{49}\)

**The regulatory campaign**

Hillards also attempted to have the takeover stopped by regulators. Hillards' solicitors—Travers Smith Braithwaite—wrote to the Office of Fair Trading attempting to get the takeover referred to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission:

There are a number of areas of concern of which the first is the concentration in the grocery retailing sector. The Office is aware that as a result of a number of mergers over recent years there are nationally only 5 significant companies involved in this sector holding between them approximately 50% of the retail grocery market. The next largest companies ... are significantly smaller (3% and less in national market share terms) and there are only a limited number of such companies of which Hillards is one. As these smaller companies disappear then not only will present competition be reduced but potential competition will be lessened. The chance that any one of these companies might grow to a size where it could effectively challenge the major companies also ceases to exist.\(^{50}\)

They went on to argue about the effects that the disappearance would have on local supply chains, local choice, store closures, and redundancies:

The management of Hillards consider it almost certain that as a result of overlap between individual stores a number of Hillards or Tesco stores will close and that Tesco will also close further Hillards stores because these do not match the normal requirements of Tesco for its stores. Hillards itself does not intend to close these stores falling in the latter category.\(^{51}\)

There is no evidence that this had any effect at all. In contrast, however, Hillards were suspected of breaking rules laid out to govern merger and acquisition behaviour. On 18 March 1987 the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers wrote to Rothschilds with a warning about the timing of the formal announcement of the takeover bid: ‘Prior to the announcement made by Tesco PLC on 10 March 1987 the price of Hillards shares rise from approximately 179p on 10 February 1987 to 222p on 9 March 1987. It would seem that this may be a case where an announcement should have been made at an earlier stage.’ The implication was that ‘talks that are taking place which may lead to an offer’ had occurred and had leaked into the market. They asked for more information.\(^{52}\) Rothschilds were also forwarded the relevant code of practice relating to disclosures and announcements. In response, Rothschilds wrote back to say:

I have spoken to Mr Peter Hartley, Chairman of Hillards, and he informed me that the first time he knew of any intention by Tesco to make an offer was when he was telephoned by Mr Ian MacLaurin, Chairman of Tesco, at 8.55pm on Monday 9th March. Rothschilds was appointed on the afternoon of Tuesday 10th March following the announcement of that offer and the decision by Kleinwort Benson that it had a conflict of interest in acting for Hillards. I can therefore confirm that neither the company nor ourselves knew of the proposed offer during the period of the price movement of the shares. I hope this is sufficient for your purpose.\(^{53}\)

On 6 April 1987 Rothschilds wrote directly to Peter Hartley on the matter. ‘As you are aware the Code on Takeovers and Mergers does not have statutory authority, but it is used to regulate the conduct of all parties in relation to takeover situations. Any breach or non-compliance with the rules is taken very seriously by the Panel and by the Bank of England’ they
wrote, citing the impact of the Guinness scandal. In particular Rothschilds highlighted the need to have information relating to known ‘associates’ of the firm, which they defined as follows: ‘for our [emphasis in original] purposes, associates shall, in addition to Directors’ interests include mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters and children over eighteen of any Director of your company. … Therefore there is an obligation on the company to provide information. … I know it is a tedious matter, but it is our strong advice that the company should take active steps to meet this obligation as soon as possible.’\textsuperscript{54} So even though Hillards were aware that Tesco’s strategy was attempting to create an oligopoly, their case lacked traction and credibility with the regulator, and the impact of this stratagem was arguably minimal. No further action was taken against Hillards for this possible breach of the rules, and there is no record that we have found that indicates it went any further than the exchange of letters outlined above.

**The shareholders campaign**

A much more successful aspect of the Hillards defence was an attempt to run a grassroots campaign to hinder (or potentially halt) the progress of the Tesco bid. This took the form of building public awareness of the bid, and therefore support for the independence of Hillards.

The breakdown of shareholdings prior to the bid can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. These data are recorded in the archive in the form of hand drawn tables of shareholdings and Table 1 reports a summary of overall shareholdings, and Table 2 reports a breakdown of the institutional shareholders with over 800,000 shares calculated on 3 May 1986.\textsuperscript{55} The data show that by far the largest shareholders are institutions and pension funds, with a combined 60.08% holding.

**Table 1.** Summary of shareholders, 3 May 1986.\textsuperscript{56}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directors</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>4,477,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>4,901,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>246,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Ada Hillard</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>3,121,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.W. Hillard, Jnr</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>371,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobbers</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>225,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominee Holdings</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>234,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>12,748,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Funds</td>
<td>34.25</td>
<td>16,905,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>5,934,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>49,266,272</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Institutional shareholders with over 800,000 shares calculated on 3 May 1986.\textsuperscript{57}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holdings of 800,000+</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barclays Nominees Ltd</td>
<td>900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial [illegible] Life Assurance</td>
<td>1,420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater London Council</td>
<td>800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingman Nominees Ltd</td>
<td>1,122,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Assurance Co Ltd</td>
<td>1,377,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudential Assurance Co Ltd</td>
<td>800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witan Investment Co PLC</td>
<td>1,150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7,569,568</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A number of tactics were employed by Hillards to engage the public, build shareholder support, rouse hostility, and raise the profile of the defence in the media. Some examples include the answering of phones with, ‘Good Morning, Hillards not for Sale’, and the same ‘Hillards not for Sale’ slogan was adorned on the side of the delivery lorries, and was the defence slogan on other printed material such as badges (worn by employees and customers), letterheads, newsletters and carrier bags. The Chairman of Hillards also wrote to a large proportion of the small shareholders individually, encouraging them not to sell their shares. A significant number of these shareholders took the time to write back, expressing their views. Many of whom, but not all, were against the Tesco bid, and a few letters included tails of dinners rudely interrupted by Tesco cold calling:

My wife and I were last night disturbed at dinner by some hireling ringing up possibly on behalf of Tesco concerning my wife’s shares.

Needless to say he got short shrift and told the error of his ways.

And then later from the same individual following an apology from Tesco:

In view of your letter of apology 6th of April I was surprised to be pestered again by one of your underlings. Obviously they are quite out of control and this time it was a woman who again rang at a time when any civilised person would be enjoying a drink. If you were running a tight ship such behaviour would not be tolerated.

I note that Mr Hartley, the Chairman of Hillards at least has the sense and good manners to write letters to his shareholders.

Even some of the shareholders, who had decided to sell, wrote back indicating that despite their decision to sell they still thought highly of Hillards:

Thank you for your letter regarding the sale of my shares in Hillards.

I feel so guilty about selling these. For a year or so I wanted to sell but couldn’t bring myself to do so. However my sister and I have no immediate family and we thought we would like to have some extra money to spend...

...Please forgive me, I feel so guilty about it all...

Family shareholders also appeared united against selling their shares to Tesco, and a significant number signed a template letter to Peter Hartley rejecting the initial offer. Which we assume was to provide Peter with the confidence that he had family backing to defend the bid and would also have enabled him to report the support of the family publicly. There is no evidence in the archive material that this support fractured later in the defence, however the family would be ultimately expected to sell.

I am writing to confirm to you that I will not accept the present terms of the Tesco bid for Hillards as reported in the papers on March 11th in respect of the … ordinary shares of Hillards PLC registered in my name.

Peter Hartley also wrote to most Conservative MPs and a high proportion of Labour MPs as well, with a focus on the regions where there was a Hillards store in the constituency. These letters rarely elicited any responses. The effectiveness of these interventions was however limited. As although the independence of Hillards was plausible, it is unlikely that building support in the local community and within the family would have any effect on the
larger institutional shareholders whose decisions would ultimately determine the outcome of the bid.

Tesco also mounted a shareholder campaign and first wrote to Hillards’ shareholders on the 16 March, six days after publicly announcing the bid. These documents detailed the background, reasoning and proposed benefits of the offer, with Tesco citing consistencies of store size and profile as well as moves into own label branding and central distribution between the two companies. However, Tesco also drew attention to the Yorkshire element of the takeover, stating:

At Tesco, we attach considerable importance to achieving an appropriate market share in Yorkshire where Tesco is currently under-represented…This fit highlights the strategic reasons for acquiring Hillards as a means of expanding our trade presence in Yorkshire and the surrounding area.63

Tesco would write to shareholders again on the 15 April, and finally on the 1st May with the increased and final offer. This document further set out the benefits of the offer, citing a ‘substantial capital uplift of 64 per cent’ and a ‘significant increase in divided income of 34.5 per cent’.

At this stage Tesco also appeared to have support from the financial media, including in the final document to shareholders a range of quotations supporting the generosity of the offer:

Analysts believes that the new Tesco offer is a knockout. The London Standard, 27 April 1987.64

Hillards shareholders thinking of the Tesco paper offer should have no suspicions about the strength of the Tesco price. Financial Times, 30 April 1987.65

However, Tesco also turned the attention and tonality of the document to the failings of Peter Hartley, accusing him of ‘preserving Hillards’ independence for its own sake’ and ‘rallying his family interests against Tesco’s offer’. Included were several newspaper quotes alluding to these claims:

He[Hartley] said: ‘I have spoken to six people at the weekend….and they say it does not matter what offer Tesco comes up with – they will not accept’. The Times, 27 April 1987.66

And:

…..there must be a level at which family loyalty must be conceded in the interests of other shareholder!. Yorkshire Post, 12 March 1987.67

There was an attempt from Hillards to build support with the institutional shareholders, and the members of the board leading the defence of the company spent a number of days in London touring the offices of the major shareholders. However, given the pattern of share-dealing around the takeover, there is no evidence that this had any impact at all.68

During the initial takeover period Tesco did not make much headway with the acquisition of Hillards’ shares. Between the 13 March and 6 May Tesco’s holding rose only a little, from 4.8% to 11.7% (see Figure 3). Things changed rapidly between the 6 May and 13 May when Tesco’s holdings almost doubled to 21%. As the deadline for acceptance for the second offer approached, to be completed by 1.00 pm on 22 May 1987 (with the whole process complete, one way or the other, by 12 June 198769), Tesco’s holdings rapidly increased. Their holding exceeded majority ownership by achieving 56% on 16 May. At that point the board of Hillards had little choice to recommend the acceptance of the offer.70
The share price of Hillards went from 178p in early February to an eventual take-over price of 465p. This is a marked difference, and a significant premium for the shareholders. From the point of view of the shareholders this would reflect a good price for what would appear to be a highly regarded regional chain. The public campaign must have contributed to this increase in share price, in effect extracting a maximal (or near maximal) price from Tesco to acquire the firm. Though Hillards disappeared, the shareholders did well.

**Conclusions**

First, Hillards was an example of a family-run firm that had surrendered ownership to institutional shareholders in the 1970s. This was an unseen weakness of the corporate governance arrangements as viewed from the Hillards family perspective, as it exposed a hitherto successful company to a hostile takeover. Family companies such as Hillards are often seen from the inside as an integral part of the wider family structure. A takeover may be unwanted, and personally or familially invasive. Family stewardship of the firm gave Peter Hartley reason and a narrative to defend the company. This reflects the cultural-social context of the firm, and its identity. However, the campaign they mounted did not persuade the institutional shareholders, but it did contribute to the price being substantially increased. As such, the family-ness of Hillards and its strong regional identity amounted to a form of under-marked value to the firm, something that was only established in the defence.

Second, the case of Hillards contributes an understanding of counter-hostility as a strategy in the context of a takeover event. We have argued that strategic counter-hostility and the ‘fisticuffs in the City’ (as Ian MacLaurin described the scramble to recruit institutional shareholdings) were a necessary part of Hillards achieving a higher price for the end of its organisational life. In this case the cultural and social value of a firm can be calculated. In 90 days in the summer of 1987 Hillards’ demonstrated that they were worth £136 million more than the pre-takeover market capitalisation. And so, even in its organisational demise, Hillards drew a victory of sorts by exploiting Tesco’s need and desire to acquire the firm. Suggesting that a vigorous, yet ultimately unsuccessful, defence can help maximise shareholder value even if
that is at the point at which the organisation ceases to exit (Clarke & Brennan, 1990). Tesco’s Ian MacLaurin acknowledged as much, stating that Hillards was Tesco’s only option in the North of England. Not least because the other regional players of significant size, Morrisons, Jacksons, and Booths, remained majority family owned. Acquiring Hillards contributed to Tesco becoming one of the dominant forces in the supermarket sector in the UK, and the returns for Tesco of acquiring the company were substantial. MacLaurin himself thought that the acquisition accounted for a 19 per cent increase in Tesco’s half-year figures in 1989.

This gradual consolidation of economic and/or organisational power in a small number of large supermarket retailers via the processes of merger and acquisition, of which the acquisition of Hillards is part, forms the context for the narrative claims and counter-claims of the takeover itself. Recent attempts to conceive of organisational and strategic sensemaking as a power-oriented organisational activity help provide insight into this historical episode (Schildt et al., 2020). Hillards sensemaking was primarily concerned with establishing what their strategy actually was. However, it was also an attempt at sensegiving— that is, to communicate the sensemaking to an audience (Sonenshein, 2010) – in this case both the shareholder and the media, and perhaps also for employees. As such it was also an attempt at sensebreaking (‘deliberate efforts to invalidate and reject established understandings held by individuals or groups’ (Schildt et al., 2020, p. 243), to counter the narrative of Tesco that they would be more efficient managers, and that only through larger economic scale would supermarkets flourish.

Coming to understand their strategic position was an important part of framing their public and institutional message to try to resist the takeover. It is important to distinguish between the extant strategy of the Hillards that was unpacked through the sensemaking process discussed above, and the defence strategy that developed in response to the takeover. Within the defence strategy this was narratively deployed as an argument against the takeover. The counter-hostility of Hillards position rested on the plausibility of the claim to remain a viable independent entity on the basis of their strategy. It is notable therefore that a strategy of counter-hostility does not necessarily have to overcome the takeover event, but success may include—as we argue here—the achievement of maximal price to the benefit of shareholders.

In an interview conducted for this research, Ian MacLaurin argued that Hillards’ would have been taken over eventually anyway:

If it wasn’t Tesco, then somebody else would have come in and done it. There was no way... in the way that the trade was going, and the way people had money to spend, and out of town stores getting permission. All that sort of thing.

But this is conjectural, and Peter Hartley did not share the view that this was inevitable. There continued to be independent regional supermarket chains that existed even after the emergence of large national supermarket chains— but whether Hillards might have prospered had it survived is unknowable. However, Hillards was vulnerable, as the family shareholdings had diminished after the floatation and diffused across a number of members (see Tables 1 and 2). Nonetheless, the increase in the price of Hillards indicates that the firm was more valuable than it initially appeared to be, which lends at least some credence to Hillards claim that the existing management and strategy were sound.

Lastly, the experience of Hillards reveals something of the nature of the economic power increasingly vested in the larger national supermarket chains at this time. Hillards used its
strong sense as a family and regional firm to craft its opposition to Tesco, which they positioned as the London-centred image of a prominent, impersonal national corporation. The defence was therefore a portrait of symbolic principle in the face of broader industry-wide trends towards oligopoly. And in this there is a tension between the anti-competitive nature of working towards oligopoly, and the shareholder maximising ‘efficient market’ outcome of Hillards’ counter-hostility strategy. By positioning themselves as a smaller regional firm, Hillards’ made Tesco pay a heavier price for their desire to expand—a price that was extracted from the more powerful economic actor in part because it was more powerful and sought to maintain and expand its power in the industry.
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